Reversing the curse

by Audrey S.

Hi i’m Travis. I live um… this might sound a little crazy but
I live in the middle of nowhere by myself no family no
nothing. I no what your thinking. why don’t find a orfonege
or a family? Well I’ve tried that a couple times but every
time I go close to a building theres a blast of blue light
shoots me back.I wasn’t always this way I think.I don’t
remember much but I do someone named zeuz broke into
me and my families house and killed my parents I casted a
spell on me,and that’s all I know about that.But living here
is not that bad I can sleep pretty well and there anough
food for me not that I’ll have guests any time soon.That
got me thinking that night why don’t I go to zeuz’s lair and
find the potion to undo my spell.So that night I got some
supplies ready including a secret map zeuz left. Bright that
morning I left and headed for zeuz’s lair.It was a long trip
but worth it when I finally got there I was tired and
exhausted. Then from inside his lair I heard him
mummering to himself
Something about being an old ...something.I ignored it and
snuck past his forosious spike dogs.When I got inside
zeuz’s lair I looked around and saw multiple pitures of evil
villians.I tiptoed along the narrow hallway until I saw a sign
that said :potion room,I followed the sign until I was
sorounded with shelfs with million potions on them.I
began to seach through all the potions until I found that
would reverse my nsaty spell.But then I heard growling
sound coming from behind me when I turned around I saw
zeuz growling at me like crazy.He began to charge right at

me I closed my eyes and waited I didn’t feel anything
when I opened my eyes zeuz was lying down behind me
he was saying in a mean at the same time weird tone he
wish he wan’t ghost. Jumped with joy and gobbled down
the potion. Then I Lived Happily Ever After!!!!

